Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 2 – A

Anchor Level 2–A
The response presents a well-developed paragraph that provides an appropriate explanation of the use of rhetorical questions in
Passage II (the author begins to use rhetorical questions that create a tonel shift from a tone of harmless description to a tone
presenting more fear), supported with clear and appropriate evidence from the text (For example, the author asks, “what if pathogenic
parasites … are introduced” and The use of rhetorical questions and the subsequent change in the tone … function to … warn people
on Earth of the negative sentiment towards them). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 2 – B

Anchor Level 2–B
The response presents a well-developed paragraph that provides an appropriate explanation of the use of imagery in Passage I (to paint
a picture in the readers mind about the location/setting), supported with clear and appropriate evidence from the text (The author
starts … by describing the location of her home … “at the crest of the mountain … up over five thousand feet,” she talks about the
mountain still growing taller, how the house eventually might … be destroyed because of some natural disaster). Language use is
appropriate, and errors in conventions (passage number I, readers mind, meening) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 1 – A

Anchor Level 1–A
The response implies an explanation of the literary element of characterization in Passage II (The characters in passage two are
characterized to be like us), supported with overly general information from the text (The people on the planet … can fly because of
gravity … are also afraid of dying … do the same stuff that we do). Language use is imprecise (characters … are characterized, The
people on the planet they live on, stuff) and errors in conventions (passage two and we do just on) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 1 – B

Anchor Level 1–B
The response implies an explanation of the literary technique of point of view in Passage II (The author … uses the literary element of
point of view by using the settlment narrator), supported with overly general information from the text (gives reasons from the point of
from the settlers and gives reasons … from the point of view of the Earth people). Language use is imprecise (he fears for safety, how
people the people settlments, people from the may want), and errors in conventions (Earth. speaks about; aginst; settlment; author use)
that may hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 0

Anchor Level 0
The response demonstrates no understanding of the task, providing only a personal response (Life is based on uncertainty and
unpredictability).
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